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ARTISTIC QUALITY 
Project Description.  Glowtown is an art-making workshop for children ages 8-18 that develops 
individual creativity and teamwork within a community-building environment. By using everyday, 
simple, castaway & recycled materials, along with the magic of glow-in-the-dark paint, participants 
come together to invent a fantastical world that never existed before, both during the day and at night! 
 
We partner with organizations (museums, art centers, libraries, etc.) throughout the workshop planning 
stage to: identify and organize children from underserved communities that lack exposure to arts 
education; locate space that can be blacked out; recruit parents and volunteers to assist the children 
during the workshop; recruit local teaching-artists to assist the Lead Artist, Sharon Louden; and collect 
the material, such as plastic spoons, newsprint, paper cups, paper towels, foam rolls, Q-tips, cotton rolls, 
styrofoam peanuts,  popsickle sticks, toothpicks, coffee filters, pine cones, rubber bands, cardboard, etc. 
 
After careful planning, the day of fun finally arrives with Sharon, helped by the teaching-artists, leading 
the 2 ½ hour workshop, laid out in a very specific time-line: 1) Teams are organized with 6-8 kids, they 
elect a team-leader, and then invent a theme & name for their make-believe town. With the help of the 
volunteers and teaching-artists, each member then contributes to the town by creating a 12" x 12" 
section using the castaway material, with artwork at times climbing two-feet high, some with incredible 
architectural structures. 2) With Sharon yelling out deadlines and running from table to table, the 
beginning of Glowtown takes shape. Once each student’s section is about halfway completed, Sharon 
instructs the teams that they should start painting with the glow-in-the-dark paint. Allowing time to 
apply the paint, the lights are then turned off and the children squeal with delight! 3) The workshop ends 
with each team joining together in one big, massive Glowtown on the floor. Depending on the number 
of participants, this final gigantic Glowtown can extend the entire length of the room, with up to 50 
different 12x12” sections connected. The lights are turned off and the children squeal again! 4) The 
workshop is concluded with Sharon leading a group discussion of what they learned in the workshop. 
Many participants then take home their creations, proud of what they have accomplished. 
 
“I think it’s awesome that you can make stuff out of anything. I’m so glad I came. This is the first time 
I’ve ever built stuff out of junk. It’s really fun!” ~ David Rau, 9 year old elementary student 
 
Artistic Goals.  1) To instruct students how to make architectural structures, with simple, raw, castaway 
& recyclable materials. 2) To engage children in making art with professional artists, their fellow 
students, and other community members. 3) To create community arts spaces that provide accessible, 
high-quality arts experiences within underserved communities that lack arts education opportunities. 4) 
To celebrate the artistic potential within our diverse neighborhoods. 5) To increase each child’s 
awareness of the potential of scraps and discards to be used for art making, thereby promoting 
sustainability, recycling, and stewardship of our environment. 6) To develop both leadership and team-
building skills of each participant, helping to break down inter-personal barriers. 7) To provide 
opportunities for outstanding local teaching-artists to apprentice with an experienced Lead Artist and 
eventually lead a Glowtown workshop on their own.  Outcomes.  1) Children experience the 
empowerment and freedom that comes from individual expression. 2) They gain skills in using art 
materials and tools as they create artful products that they value and share with others. 3) They 
demonstrate increased ability to express ideas and feelings openly and gain an increased appreciation of 
the importance of reuse. 4) They learn to work – and compete – with teams. 5) Teaching-artists expand 
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their repertoire of strategies for planning and modifying art activities based on individual needs. 6) Site 
coordinators gain insights into the creative lives of their community members and find ways to sustain 
this kind of programming in the future. Project Leaders.  Artist Sharon Louden has been the Lead 
Artist for this workshop since its inception and is in charge of overall program design. She chooses each 
assistant teaching-artist based on experience working with children in a diverse, community arts setting, 
and mutuality in meeting program goals. Part of MRAC funds will go toward hiring and training two 
teaching-artists per workshop who will then eventually be able to conduct Glowtown workshops on their 
own, thereby extending our reach into additional communities in need. We would also like to offer these 
positions to students just out of college embarking on careers in arts education. Project Director, Vinson 
Valega, oversees all aspects of the workshop, from beginning to end. He has organized and produced 
many Glowtowns all across the country since 1999. In addition, he has over 15 years of experience 
producing events and releasing music CDs (Consilience Productions) and running a small business (Just 
Jazz) since 1995.  Project Focus.  Each Glowtown workshop creates an environment and experience 
that is unforgettable.  Although most children cherish their creations so much that they bring them home, 
the project primarily focuses on the process: creating something from nothing, making art out of 
anything, team-building, confidence-building, and exposing underserved children to art-making.  
 
We plan on conducting six Glowtown workshops with the funding from this grant: Minnesota Museum 
of American Art (MMAA) in St. Paul (10/10/15); Art Buddies in Northeast Minneapolis (11/14/15), 
Weisman Art Museum (WAM) in Minneapolis (1/30/16), Juxtaposition Arts in North Minneapolis 
(2/27/16), the Chaska Public Library in Carver County (4/2/16) & The Works Museum in Bloomington 
(5/21/16). Working with an already identified teacher in each school, underprivileged children and those 
with limited access to the arts will be recruited and bused (and/or carpooled) from the following schools, 
for each Glowtown respectively: Galtier Community School (10/10/15); Webster Elementary School 
(11/14/15); Ann Sullivan Community School (1/30/16); Twin Cities International Elementary School 
(2/27/16); East Union Elementary School (4/2/16); & the Indian Mounds Elementary School (5/21/16). 
Participants will come from the Somali community (Ann Sullivan Community School), the Latino 
Community (Indian Mounds Elementary), the African-American community (Webster Elementary, 
Galtier Community School, & Twin Cities International Elementary), and the rural community (East 
Union Elementary School, the smallest in District 112 in Carver County). 
 
"Glowtown with Sharon Louden is absolutely the most exciting workshop for adults and families that I 
have ever participated in! Sharon's energy is contagious and it is fascinating to watch strangers emerge 
as teams as they work together to create their own glowing towns.” ~ Assistant Curator of Education, 
Birmingham Museum of Art, Birmingham, AL. 
 

ARTISTIC CHALLENGE 
There are many artistic challenges inherent in Glowtown workshops. For artists it offers the experience 
to work without a net, without the boundaries of a traditional class setting. For some artists, the 
unknown element of how many children, what ages, what languages and abilities, etc. creates a kind of 
spontaneity that informs the art process. And although the time-line for each Glowtown is more or less 
codified, within this necessary structure there are constantly changing conditions to which the artist must 
adapt. For instance, the younger the student, the more hands-on guidance is required. The more exposure 
the student has had to art making, the more adventurous he/she will be during the workshop. Some 
students are shy while others take control. Language barriers arise. The glow-in-the-dark paint needs to 
be used sparingly, not only because of its high cost but because it never comes out of clothes! 
 
On the administrative side, pre-planning for each workshop is key. There must be enough cast-
away/recycled material; there must be enough parent volunteers (one volunteer per two eight-year olds, 
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but only one volunteer per ten high school seniors, for instance); the room must be blacked out; a sink is 
needed; there must be enough tables and chairs, etc. Good communication between site staff and 
Glowtown staff is required to ensure a smooth-running workshop due to the time constraints of each 2 ½ 
hour workshop. Nonetheless, the rewards are proven. The parent volunteers are blown away by the 
amazingly creative kids and the kids love these workshops. Many take great pride in their towns – after a 
week of Glowtown workshops in Greensburg, Kansas, for instance, the nearly half-filled Glowtown high 
school gymnasium was transported and displayed at the State Fair! 
 

 
 
“This is a fantastic opportunity. They’re learning how to work together and they’re learning about 
possibilities.” ~ Mary Rau, mother of 9 year old participant 

ABILITY 
Planning Process.  Glowtown’s Advisory Committee is used as a sounding board for new grant 
ideas/proposals before they are submitted. The Committee is regularly consulted with feedback, critique, 
and suggestions on how better to implement workshops and to ensure that each one aligns with our 
mission, in addition to meeting the financial commitment. The implementation of the program falls into 
the hands of the Project Director, Vinson Valega, and Lead Artist, Sharon Louden, who runs each 
workshop, assisted by teaching artists who are brought into the planning process from the beginning. 
Our long-term plan is to replicate Glowtown workshops across the 7-county metro area with as many 
Lead Artists as we can train and fund, and this initial round of Glowtowns will allow us to train more 
Lead Artists for future workshops. We have already secured six dates and commitments from our 
partner organizations as stated previously, and once these Glowtowns are funded, we will be able to 
scale up and continue to secure funding for many future Glowtowns across the state.  It is important to 
partner with these and future entities, not only because of their infrastructure but also because of their 
built-in constituencies. It is also essential that our partner organizations offer Glowtowns free of charge 
because we want to eliminate financial barriers for those less able to afford this type of useful (and fun!) 
arts programming.  Project Director’s Responsibility.  Once initial outreach has concluded and, we 
start the planning process. Leading up to the “Big Day,” the following responsibilities are carried out by 
the Project Director (requiring approximately 25 hours of his time per workshop, including initial 
outreach): 1) interviewing & selecting teaching-artists to assist the Lead Artist, 2) recruiting adult (and 
high-school) volunteers, 3) securing and ensuring enough cast-away material has been donated, 4) 
arranging the main purchase of the glow-in-the-dark paint from Golden Artist Colors, Inc. (one gallon 
per workshop is sufficient, as it is shared among all participants), 5) helping with the outreach to 
community members, 6) securing transportation needs, including paying for busing and organizing car 
pools of students, 7) assisting in promotion, 8) preparing and fulfilling evaluation procedures, and 9) 
visiting the site and documenting the workshop in photos and video. He also assists the Lead Artist 
during the workshop.  Timeline. As mentioned previously, six workshops are already scheduled, the 
first starting on 11/14/15 and the last concluding on 5/21/16. Prior to the first workshop, the teaching-
artist assistant position will be advertised and disseminated widely in the arts community (our email list 
and artist networks, Springboard for the Arts, Intermedia Arts, Compas, Minneapolis College of Art & 
Design’s “Teaching Artist” program, etc.). Promotion.  Planning will begin immediately with 
collaborating organizations named in the grant to ensure outreach that best meets the targeted 
communities, thereby ensuring vigorous turnout by participants and community members. All 
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participating organizations will then be asked to cross-promote the workshop through their own 
publications and mailing lists, while press releases will be sent to our media database, which includes 
radio, television and press outlets, as well as culturally specific outlets. All publicity will gratefully 
acknowledge our funding partners. Evaluation.  The Lead Artist, each assistant teaching-artist, 
volunteers and participants complete evaluations. A log of each workshop is kept that includes the 
number of participants (and volunteers), demographics and comments from the children. The Lead 
Artist conducts a final group interview with all the children as they gather round the final Glowtown 
configuration. Pre and post surveys of teaching-artists and staff from respective organizations are 
collected. All evaluation data is compiled in a report at the end of the workshop, enabling us to 
determine how well the program is meeting its goals. To determine the program’s success, Glowtown 
relies upon a combination of qualitative and quantitative data to include informal observations and 
allows ample time for reflection upon lessons learned at the end of each workshop. The success of this 
model in the past has been due to two factors: 1) our ability to plan strategically with site coordinators 
who have a vested interest in their own programming; and 2) the expertise and flexibility of the artists 
involved to work in an informal teaching environment with individuals who bring a wide variety of 
demographics, experience, skills, and preferences to the art making experience. In past years, 
Glowtowns have garnered multiple local television and print stories because of its vibrant, colorful, and 
impactful educational legacy it leaves on the community. 

COMMUNITY NEED/SUPPORT 
Individuals the Project Serves. Glowtown workshops are designed to reach those individuals who are 
underserved and under represented in the arts. We bring art to community gathering places. Many of 
these individuals have limited access to programs in the arts, be it in their school, community, or home, 
but may have a high interest or untapped talent in the arts, nonetheless. Target communities include east 
St. Paul (Galtier Community School), a first stop, historically, for immigrants, the Somali youth 
demographic in Minneapolis (Ann Sullivan Community School), underprivileged African-American 
students from North Minneapolis & NE Minneapolis (Twin Cities International Elementary School & 
Webster Elementary), and two other communities lacking in arts education opportunities (Indian 
Mounds & East Union).  In each community there are museums, art centers, and libraries that are 
excited to host Glowtown workshops. In St. Paul, it’s the MMAA; in Minneapolis, it’s WAM, 
Juxtaposition Arts, and Art Buddies, in Bloomington it’s The Works Museum, and in Carver County it’s 
the public library in Chaska. The need of underserved populations far exceeds the number of Glowtown 
workshops that we can provide. These six stops will only be the beginning. In addition, each stop will 
provide invaluable experience for our teaching-artists as they help teach and then eventually lead their 
own Glowtown workshop in the future. Community Demographics. Collaborating organizations have 
their own models of service delivery, and as such, our partnership will extend beyond the targeted 
schools to ensure the widest range of participants from each community. The main focus is to provide a 
quality arts program to those who are underserved by the arts. Usually, this means those who are less 
privileged, but not always. More rural communities tend to be less represented by people of color, but 
poverty is usually a driving factor in lack of exposure to arts education. Benefit to the Community. 
Many of our partner organizations have constrained budgets. Consequently, a rich pathway for self-
expression and environmental awareness that Glowtown teaches has become increasingly difficult for 
these organizations to provide to their communities. In many of the communities we serve, children 
have little experience in the arts. They might see a program at a school assembly, but rare is the 
opportunity to work side by side with an accomplished artist. The workshop makes it possible for 
individuals with a range of abilities to work with professional artists to learn about themselves and the 
world around them through art making, with a focus on environmental issues. It builds capacity within 
the Glowtown organization to expand to reach more students. And it provides staff at each participating 
organization an opportunity to experience and appreciate those with whom they work through a different 
type of creative lens. Community Support. Community involvement is essential for the smooth 
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operation of each workshop and recruitment begins immediately when the planning starts. Each site 
provides space for all activities and promotes them widely, both internally and to the larger community. 
With our partners, we coordinate transportation to and from the workshop. We also work hand-in-hand 
with staff and Board members to help locate individual and businesses that are willing to donate 
materials for the program. Community members volunteer to both help the kids during the workshop 
and to act as information gatherers for evaluation purposes. The Program Director is in constant 
“producer” mode, ensuring that community members and students are lined up and ready to make their 
Glowtowns with sufficient castaway & recycled material.   

DIVERSITY 
Glowtown is by design and location intended to reach diverse communities. The range of individuals is 
wide, both in terms of the backgrounds of participating artists and range of society from which 
participants come (Somali, Latino, African-American, rural). In addition, the enthusiastic recruitment of 
community volunteers includes parents, older students, and those who remain active in their retirement. 
Local residents, including support staff, of all ethnicities and artistic abilities, connect with each other 
under the auspices of art making, teambuilding, and raising awareness of environmental stewardship. By 
working with artists who represent their own cultural or ethnic heritage in an authentic and exciting way, 
children and adult volunteers gain insights into cultures other than their own. And because the concept 
of reuse is expressed in exciting and artful ways, participants and organization members learn about 
ways to preserve and sustain our environment. 

ACCESS 
All Glowtown workshops are free of charge to participants, with all materials donated and the glow-in-
the-dark paint purchased in advance at a 50% discount. We have found over the years that attendance is 
most likely to be highest when there are no barriers to participation.  In order to reduce barriers for 
participating organizations, we will keep their fiduciary responsibilities to each workshop at a minimum 
by providing a (mostly) funded workshop that can be easily integrated into existing programming. 
Further, each workshop is customized to the needs of the participating organization and to the 
individuals enrolled in the program. Transportation is provided when needed at no cost, thereby further 
increasing participation rates. The opportunity to engage in these activities is often a new experience for 
many of the children, and providing seamless, stress-free access to our educational process is an 
essential part of maximizing attendance. All activities in this project are planned at sites or facilities that 
are fully ADA compliant (and will be promoted as such, both within the sites’ hosting activities and in 
external promotions inviting neighborhood and community groups). We also provide additional support 
through ASL interpreters. 

MISSION AND HISTORY 
Glowtown is an art-making workshop that develops individual creativity and teamwork within a 
community-building environment. Using simple material that is normally just thrown away or recycled, 
children discover the wonder of creating something from nothing. By transforming trash into art, 
participants gain awareness of environmental sustainability while having lots of fun using glow-in-the-
dark paint. Glowtown workshops are dynamic, high-energy environments that are fast-paced, inventive, 
and full of imagination and freedom! 
 
Conceived by artist, Sharon Louden, in 1999, Glowtown is based on a glow-in-the-dark installation she 
exhibited at the Aldrich Art Museum that year. Sharon has been an educator for the past 20 years to 
students of many ages, from college level on down. Workshops have been conducted in venues all 
across the country, but the time has come to expand the workshop to as many underserved children as 
possible. Hence, our desire to fund and train teacher-artists to not only conduct Glowtowns on their own, 
but to help encourage teachers and community leaders to take what Sharon has created and repeat it 
again for as many future participants as possible. By creating a blueprint for expansion, our hope is that 
Glowtown helps fill the sundry gaps in arts education that exist in many of our communities. 


